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Plans to transform Tower Bridge Court into one of London’s healthiest and most sustainable
workplaces were given the go ahead earlier this year.
FORE Partnership and Landid are continuing to plan out the construction programme with
the aim of a contractor starting on site in January/February 2021. The ongoing impact of
Covid-19 on the project means that we cannot be absolutely certain about this date, but if we
are able to get underway in early 2021 then we will still be pushing for construction to finish
by the end of 2022.
We have engaged Elizabeth Sale to act as Chair of the Community Liaison Group when we
formally re-convene. The aim of this group is to minimise any possible disruption to the local
community during construction.
We understand that you are keen to hear who your new neighbours might be. Earlier this
year we retained real estate agents CBRE to let the office floors, and Bruce Gillingham
Pollard to let the ground floor retail space. We have already had good interest from
occupiers in the market, who are more focussed than ever on high quality, sustainable,
healthy buildings like TBC.London. In particular, we hope to soon have some exciting news
about the ground floor, which we look forward to sharing with you in the new year.
As a business, FORE has been working on a number of important initiatives in recent
months. We have made an industry-leading commitment to achieving Net Zero Carbon in
our business and our investments by 2025. TBC.London will be a Net Zero building in line
with this commitment.
FORE has also achieved B Corporation certification, joining a community of companies
including Patagonia, Body Shop and Ella's who have legally committed to take people,
planet, and other stakeholders into consideration in every decision made.
For ongoing updates about the building and our activity please follow @tbc_lndn on Twitter
and Instagram.

